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Now let’s look at which part of 
the images had the biggest 
impact on the final decision ...
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Why do we need to explain predictions?
A not so NLP example

In many applications, prediction from neural network are used 
to drive critical decisions.

We need to understand, and most importantly, to explain 
these decisions.



The beer wasn’t what I expected, and I’m not 
sure it’s “true to style”, but I thought it was 
delicious. A very pleasant reby red-amber 
color with a relatively brilliant finish, but a 
limited amount of carbonation, from the look 
of it; Aroma is what I think an amber ale 
should be - a nice blend of caramel and 
happiness bound together.

“Look rating” prediction : 5/5

Which sentence of the review 
would you use to explain the 

prediction ?

It should be concise and relevant
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Let’s go back to NLP
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Learning rationales
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What is a rationale ?

● Think of a review as a vector of words

● A rationale is a small subset of words from the original review which ideally have the same 
predictive power as the full review for inferring ratings. You can think of it as a binary vector z 
(with zi = 1 iff the ith word is selected). 

Can we learn to “generate” such a rationale in a completely 
unsupervised fashion?

 



How to learn rationales ?
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The encoder

Depend on the task, for a regression task for instance

Loss function Network
RNN, LSTM...

...
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h
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The generator : Loss on the rationales

1. Rationale z produced must suffice as a replacement for the input text x for prediction 
i.e inference made solely on rationale must be “close” to target sentiment vector. For 
instance in a regression task :
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1. Rationale z produced must suffice as a replacement for the input text x for prediction 
i.e inference made solely on rationale must be “close” to target sentiment vector. For 
instance in a regression task :

2. We should select few words and selections should form phrases (i.e. consecutive 
words) -> regularizer

3. Loss to minimise over training examples x and y

The generator : Loss on the rationales



Choice of architecture

What is f?

Independent selection



Doubly stochastic gradient

In practice, gen(x) is not a rationales but a probability distribution 
over the rationales, and we have 

How can we compute the gradient of                                                       ? 
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In practice, gen(x) is not a rationales but a probability distribution 
over the rationales, and we have 

How can we compute the gradient of                                                       ? 

Doubly stochastic gradient !



Doubly stochastic gradient

Just sample a bunch of rationales 
and approximate



Experimental results



Beer reviews : Experimental setup

The dataset:

● BeerAdvocate review dataset (1.5m reviews)

● In addition, dataset provides ratings (on scale of 0 to 5) for each aspect(appearance, 
smell, palate, taste) as well as overall rating

● Sentence-level annotations on around 1000 reviews  -> test set



Beer reviews : Experimental setup

The dataset:

● BeerAdvocate review dataset (1.5m reviews)

● In addition, dataset provides ratings (on scale of 0 to 5) for each aspect(appearance, 
smell, palate, taste) as well as overall rating

● Sentence-level annotations on around 1000 reviews  -> test set

Pre-processing:

● Correlation between any pair of aspects ratings (e.g. taste vs smell) or any aspect vs 
overall rating (e.g. taste vs overall score) is high at 63.5%

● If trained directly on the dataset as is, run the risk of not properly isolating the various 
aspects -> pre-processing by picking “less correlated” examples



Very dark beer. Pours a nice finger and a half 
of creamy foam and stays throughout the 
beer. Smells of coffee and roasted malt . Has 
a major coffee-like taste with hints of 
chocolate. If you like black coffee , you will 
love this porter. Creamy smooth mouthfeel 
and definitely gets smoother on the palate 
once it warms. It's an ok porter but i feel there 
are much better one 's out there .

Red = appearance
Blue = smell

Green = palate

Beer reviews : Results

Precision metric: how many of the 
selected words are in the annotated 

sentences from the test set?



Beer reviews : Results



AskUbuntu questions : Experimental setup

The dataset:

● AskUnbuntu dataset : 167k unique questions (each consisting a question title and a 
body)

● Instead of ratings, we have 16k user-identified similar question pairs. The model is 
trained with each question along with 20 others, each couple being labeled 0 or 1 
following similarity

● 400×20 query-candidate question pairs are annotated for evaluation.

What should we compare the results with ?

● We are already granted information extraction : titles (and bodies somehow)



AskUbuntu questions : Results
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Comments

● Training

○ Approximation of expectation in the loss function to minimise requires sampling. Authors 
don’t indicate their approach to choosing appropriate number of samples (and therefore 
avoid mentioning the approximation error to the expectation)

● Inference

○ Once the generator probability distribution has been fully trained, how is a specific rationale z 
chosen over all possibilities? Threshold, argmax of probability distribution?

● Construction of loss function

○ Why choose L2-norm to minimise reconstruction error? Wouldn’t L1-norm be more 
appropriate in that context to put an emphasis on sparsity?



Scientific impact



Recent research quoting this paper

● This paper follow the trend on Interpretability in machine learning. A 
lot of recent surveys on the subject are quoting this paper:

○  “Towards A Rigorous Science of Interpretable Machine Learning” (F. Doshi-Velez and 
B. Kim)

○ “A Survey of Methods for Explaining Black Box Models” ( Guidotti et Al.)

● Other explainability methods are introduced and compared to this 
one.



Thank you !


